
Jay Monkey/Jason M

McAfee Product/Art

Commission

Requirements
Contact the Artist Email With the Requirments below, Email: Jaymmonkey@gmail.com

Note: When sending the Message add the features in the list below:

⦁ Title Should start off with "Art Request" and the "name of the art" and " type of art"

next to it, Example: Art Request My Art piece title type of art, all in that order.

⦁ Choose one of the request below and answere all of the requirements in the message

box.

⦁ Add reference images in a attachment zip file is optional but recomended no links to

images it has to be in a attachment.

⦁ After project is finished you will get a email with a watermarked sample image attached

with a paypal request. once the transfer goes through you will get you your item

product in another email with the subject titled " Your Completed Purchase"," Name of

Art" and "Type of Art" all in that order.

⦁ All digital paintings will come in PNG format

⦁ Fixed Prices no negotiations

⦁ All art pieces will have artist signature and date on them



Digital Painting Requirments:

⦁ Price: $ 160 for a digital painting

⦁ Description of the painting requested in these features: Landscape or portrait canvas,

angle of character or object, what the character is holding, how many character max

count is three, descibe the background in a lot of detail like example: forest, planet

surface, ocean, desert.

⦁ Mood

⦁ Weather

⦁ Level of contrast and lighting

⦁ Time

⦁ Indoor or outdoor

⦁ Age and description of character: Clothes, Gender, Hair color and style, skin color and

markings.

⦁ 2500 x 3520 Resolution Only Portraint or Landscape.

⦁ Art Style has to be described: lines, tone, temperature, realistic or cartoon.

⦁ A certain art style has to be described with reference images high quality in a a set of

ten images so I can feel the style of art out.

⦁ Can take 1 - 2 weeks to complete or earlier depending on the detail of the art piece.

⦁ Nothing sexual, political, insulting or gore

Digital Painting of Weapon Requirments:

⦁ Price: $ 75 for digital painting of a weapon design real or fictional

⦁ describe the weapon in detail with reference images

⦁ details should include iron sights, selector switch, reciever, stock, handguard, sling is



optional, muzzle break or suppressor, color of gun and markings.

⦁ left and right side of weapon it can be just one side.

⦁ choose angle of weapon

⦁ has to be a gun: SMG,Machine Pistol or Assaultrifle

⦁ One weapon design

⦁ background has to be one color, fade or simple texture

⦁ Image has to be 3520 x 2500 Resolution only, landscape or portrait.

⦁ Can take 1-2 weeks to complete or earlier depending on the detail of the art piece.

⦁ Has to be a weapon that makes sense like: smg, assaultrifle or pistol. No weird stuff like

flesh guns,way too many attachments or overly detailed weapon designs.

Digital Painting of Character Requirments:

⦁ Price: $100 for digital painting of a character design

⦁ describe the character in detail: facial features, color of hair and skin, gender, age and

outfit.

⦁ just character no objects

⦁ Genres like: Scifi, horror, fantasy and real life

⦁ No gore, sexual or drug related

⦁ Image has to be 3520 x 2500 resolution only, landscape or portrait.

⦁ can take 1-2 weeks to complete or earlier depending on the detail of the art pieces.

⦁ cant be overly detailed or have rediculous amount of features clothing or character

itself.

⦁ one character only no conjoined characters

⦁ Describe style with references 5-10 images

⦁ Background has to be one tone or two tone color fade


